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CIA superagent Mitch Rapp is back in action in this high-velocity adventure from the master of the
political thriller, Vince Flynn. SEPARATION OF POWER CIA director Thomas Stansfield is dead -a fact many individuals in and around the nation's capital are pleased to hear. But their happiness
proves to be short-lived once they learn that Stansfield's successor is the late director's close friend
and protÃ©gÃ©, Dr. Irene Kennedy. Her plan of action is to pursue the very goals Stansfield
established -- something Stansfield's fiercest enemies don't want to hear. And something they
refuse to accept. Meanwhile, Israel has discovered that Saddam Hussein is close to entering the
nuclear arms race -- and they've vowed to stop the Iraqi madman before he can get his hands on
the ultimate weapon. With the Middle East teetering on the precipice of chaos and devastation, the
president of the United States is forced to act. The commander in chief's secret weapon? None
other than the CIA's top counterterrorism operative, Mitch Rapp. But the window for action on this
crucial mission is incredibly tight. Israel has given the United States only two weeks to take the
nukes out. After that, they'll do whatever it takes to destroy the weapons themselves. With the
haunting specter of World War III looming, Rapp races against time and impossible odds -navigating the deadly alleys of Baghdad, tearing through the corruption-riddled streets of
Washington, D.C., and taking drastic measures against anyone who gets in his way. With action
that sizzles and true-to-life insider detail, Separation Of Power showcases New York Times
bestselling author Vince Flynn at his shell-shocking best.
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Vince Flynn's massive popularity is completely justified. He's crafted some explosive and
unapologetically red-white-and-blue coated patriotic nail-biting adventure stories. Recurring main
character Mitch Rapp is one compelling dude - equal parts skilled tactician and modern warrior.
"Separation of Power" has those elements, but takes time to build up steam. A LOT of time.The
basic storyline is as follows (don't worry, no spoilers): 1) Rapp continues the hunt to find those
responsible for an attempt on his life; 2) An Iraqi nuclear program plot is fed to the CIA by Israeli
intelligence and must be dealt with; 3) Rapp's in love and feeling much angst about his relationship
problems.To coin a phrase from Sesame Street: Which one is not like the others? Is the fact that a
skilled assassin has diffictulty seeing eye-to-eye with a female TV reporter necessarily a problem? It
didn't have to be, but Flynn examined Rapp's relationship with Anna Rielly by running through the
same dysfunctional issues (they come from different worlds, they have different views, Mitch can't
tell Anna absolutely everything about what he does, blah-blah-blah) on every plane ride, limo ride,
walk through the park, and hot bubble bath in the book. And then Flynn looks at it from Anna's point
of view. Flynn washes, rinses, and repeats. And repeats... Though relationship issues for
government hired guns may be completely realistic, one ponderous self-examination would have
been enough to drive the characters. And in all honesty, the intraspection sessions aren't very
enlightening or interesting. There are other authors who do it much better, and that's probably not
why you read Flynn's novels in the first place.
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